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ACTION TAKEN REPOR.T

The action taken report by the Interial Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) as suggested

by the IQAC Chairman, Coordinator and all t}re members suggestion were implemented

and appropriate action were taken as recommended in the meetings held on 15,1L,2O22.

PIan of action/Resolutions Action Taken/outcomes

1. Confirming and recording the minutes

of previous meeting.

In pursuance of IQAC meeting Dated

75.17.2022 was approved.

2. Restructuring of IQAC team. New IQAC team was reconstructed.

3. Preparation of academic calendar for

the vear 2022-23.

It has been designed with reference to the

university calend4p.

4. Fdrmation of new time table for First

semester students

It was done systematically according to the

university calendar.

5. Organizing minimum one special talk by

each dept.

It has been designed and continued by

selected deDartment.

6. Organizing Parents Teachers Meeting. It has been prepared and implemented.

7. Celebration of Republic day on fanuary

26-2023.

It has been designed and implemented

B. Any other matter with the permission of

the chair.
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ACTION TAKEN REPORT

The action taken report by the Interni"rQuality Assurance Cell (IQACI as suggested

by the IQAC Chairman, Coordinator and all the members suggestion were implemented

and appropriate action were taken as recommended in the meetings held on 06.02.2023.
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Plan of action/Resolutions Action Taken/outcomes

1. Confirming and recording the minutes

of previous meeting.

In pursuance of IQAC meeting Dated

06.02.2023 Approved. No action Pending.

2. Formation of committee for student's

feedback svstem.

On line Google forms were designed and it

was done svstematicallv

3. Allocation of work to all cells and

committees.

It was done systematically

4. Organizing minimum one special talk

by each dept.

It has been designed and continued by

selected department.

5. Celebration of National Science dav It was done systematically

6. Announcement of Internal Marks It was done systematically

7. Any other matter with the permission

ofthe chair.
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ACTION TAKEhI REPCIR.T

The action taken report by the Iniernal Quality Assurance Cell IIQAC] as suggested

by the IQAC Chairman, Coordinator and all the members suggestion were implemented

and appropriate action were taken as recommended in the meetings held on 24.05.2023.
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Plan of action/Resolutions Action Taken/outcomes

1. Confirming and recording the minutes

of previous meeting.

In pursuance of IQAC meeting Dated

24.05.2023 Approved. No action Pending.

2. Formation of committee for student's

feedback system.

On line Google forms were designed and it
was done svstematicallv

3. Allocation of work to all cells and

' committees.

It was done systematically

4. Organizing minimum one

National/State level conference by

college.

It has been designed and continued by

selected deDartment.

5. Distribution of mentor svstem form. It was done systematically

6. Celebration of Independence Day on

August -15- 2023.

It was done systematically

7. Conduct of 1st Internal test according

to VSK universiW academic calendar.

It was done systematically
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B. Any other matter with the permission

ofthe chair.
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ACTION TAKEN REPOR,T

The action taken report by the Quality Assurance Cell flQACJ as

suggested by the IQAC Chairman, Coordinator and all the members suggestion

were implemented and appropriate action were taken as recommended in the

meetings held on 3t.O8.2O23.
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Plan of action/Resolutions Action Taken/outcomes

1. Confirming and recording the minutes

of previous meeting.

In pursuance of IQAC meeting Dated

31.08.2023 Approved. No action Pending.

2. Restructuring of IQAC team. New IQAC team was reconstructed.

3. Preparation ofAQAR for theyear 2022-

23.

New committee was formed for the

preparation of AQAR 2022-23.

4. Meeting with all the HOD's to update

their department profile and events of

the academic vear 2022-23.

It was done systematically

5. Conducting of 2nd Internal Test

according to VSK university academic

calendar.

It was done systematically

6. Announcement of Internal Marks It was done svstematicallv_ _ __ 
=,r.1.,

7. ReportonTalent's Day- 2023 It was done systematically..:.ili';:

B. Any other matter with the permission

of the chair.
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